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NEW QUESTION: 1
The VXLAN spec allows for two implementation types. One uses multicast. What is the other
one called?
A. Non-multicast replication
B. Fore-end Replication
C. BUM-Replication
D. Head-end Replication
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://eos.arista.com/vxlan-without-controller-for-network-virtualization-with-arista-physical
vteps/

NEW QUESTION: 2
For Financial Settlement, which of the following is the best practice adoption based on
Procurement Cost?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Suppliers have visibility into payment status including invoice status, expected payment
date and expected discount amount
B. The AP system automatically alerts and does not accept receipt of goods when it finds
differences between invoice, order and receipt (within defined tolerances)
C. AP managers spend time monitoring and evaluating AP processes rather than entering
invoices into the system

D. Company has supplier discount terms policy and compliance program to optimize capital
through extension of days payable outstanding and discounts earned
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements related to the Statement of Cash Flows is false?
A. All significant non-cash investing and financing activities should be reported in a
supplemental schedule.
B. The purchase of treasury stock for cash would be reported in the investing activities section.
C. The Statement of Cash Flows is particularly useful since both the income statement and the
balance sheet are prepared on an accrual basis rather than a cash basis.
Answer: B
Explanation:
This statement is false since treasury stock involves a company's own shares and thus would be
classified as a financing activity.
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